Vertical arrays: microarrays of complex mixtures of nucleic acids.
Vertical arrays are microarrays that have complex mixtures of nucleic acids as array elements, and that are hybridized with single sequence probes. Like dot blots, many different experiments can be spotted on a single vertical array, allowing single genes to be compared across many conditions. Vertical arrays have two additional advantages over dot blots. First, they are printed on glass slides, allowing the use of low-volume, high-concentration hybridization reactions. Second, they can be made using low-complexity representations of the original nucleic acid population. This increases signal-to-noise relative to the usual use of dot blots, wherein the entire complexity of the population is usually spotted. Whereas standard microarrays achieve horizontal coverage of many genes and are repeated to cover many experiments, vertical arrays achieve vertical coverage of many experiments and are repeated to cover many genes. In cases where the number of genes is limited, but the number of experiments is very large, vertical arrays may be advantageous.